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INTRODUCTION
Behind the brilliant white edifice of the Esplanade Hotel thrives an
entertainment venue that is unique in this country, if not the world. The
Espy, as it is affectionately known by the 'punters', is not only a physical
landmark, but an icon of non-mainstream culture. It is the place to catch up
with what is fresh and exciting in live music and stand-up comedy. For
many people, it is the hub of their non-working week; for a smaller group—
the musicians, comedians, poets and other artists that perform there—it
represents a holy grail. To have played at the Espy is a 'must-have' on the
young player's CV.
This document will sketch out some of the facts of the Live at the Espy
phenomena. In it, you will find:
■ a summary of the Hotel's physical evolution
■ a history of the Hotel as an entertainment venue
■ a description of the artists that perform there and the nature of their
performance
■ an analysis of the customers—the punters—and the esteem with
which they regard the venue
■ an overview of some of the peripheral activities that contribute to the
uniqueness of the Espy, and
■ a discussion of where the Hotel might go from here.

Figure 1. The Esplanade Hotel, 1998.
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THE ESPY'S CULTURAL EVOLUTION
The Hotel was designed in 1877 by architects Smith and Johnson. According
to conservation architect Timothy Hubbard,
Its design is a simple expression of Renaissance Revivalism with some reference
to the Italianate style ...[making] strong allusions to the Regency architecture of
the seafront at Brighton and other English resorts. ... Its position on the Upper
Esplanade gives special distinction to the architecture and its landmark quality
is rivalled only by the Pacific Hotel at Lorne.'

The Esplanade was built as a resort hotel at a time when St Kilda was
regarded as Victoria's premier nineteenth century seaside resort,
representing a "home away from home" for its fun-seeking clientele? The
owner, James Orkney, had a house built immediately next door to the Hotel
named 'Orcadia', in which he lived until his death in 1896.
The Hotel is graded A in the St Kilda Twentieth Century Architectural
Study. (The primary conservation objective for A graded buildings is to
retain and reuse them).3 It has a C classification with the National Trust,
and is listed in the Port Phillip Planning Scheme as being of conservation
significance.
The Espy is still substantially intact. Throughout its history it has been
used as a place of resort and leisure, with the occasional alterations to its
architecture reflecting the changing times and fashions.4 Similarly, the
changes in the entertainment provided by the Hotel, and the music played
there over its 120 year history, have reflected the evolution of a local,
national and in some ways international culture that has increasingly
located itself beyond the mainstream.
Audiences at the Esplanade listened to string music in the last century,
moved to jazz in the 1920s and big bands in the '40s; jazz and bop in the
1950s and '60s, through disco in the 1970s, country and rock in the '80s, to
the mixture of music played there today, itself a reflection of a style
particular to the 1990s. We go now to a more detailed look at these changing
times.

Early Days
History does not record the first occasion on which music was performed at
the Esplanade. It is clear however that as early as 1861, the then-occupier of
the site, Charles Wedel saw the attraction of live music. As the Argus
newspaper reported in January of that year:
A subscription, we understand, is about to be raised to pay for a band to play at The
Esplanade [a reference to the location, not the establishment] several evenings a
week during summer._ A good band would be sure to attract numerous visitors both
from the neighbourhood, and probably even from town, as Melbourne residents, now
that return tickets are available by the trains on the railways up to midnight, might
be glad to escape, for a couple of hours, from the heat, and turmoil of the city, to get
the benefit of the sea, breeze, on the shores of the bay, and be enabled at the same
time to enjoy the strains of a good band [sic].5
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The Hotel opened in January 1878, clearly designed to comfortably
accommodate both residents and passing trade.8 One of the Hotel's most
famous residents, philanthropist Alfred Felton, took up permanent
residency there in the early 1890s. He stayed at the Esplanade until his
death in 1904, when he bequeathed half his estate, which included a
considerable art collection, to the National Galley of Victoria? Felton was
understood to have owned a cylinder gramophone—one of the first that
people around there had seen. His great love of classical music and fine art,
and accompanying idiosyncrasies, are legendary (and well documented in an
account of his life by Russell Grimwade8). Home Magazine is reported to
have described Felton's rooms thus:
Bookshelves all round, crammed in places with orderly series of volumes;
crammed elsewhere with disorderly heaps of books, papers and serials. Above,
pictures, clocks, ornaments and rubbish; above that, on the walls, the earlier
pictures, properly hung. In front, the later pictures leaning against the books, or
a pedestal carrying a marble statue. Perhaps an ormolu timepiece, with its glass
dome, and the auction room number still on it.9

Becton Corporation acquires freehold (1997)
ALH Pty Ltd acquires freehold (1996)
2nd plan for 7-storey development rejected (1990)
1,1 plan for 18 storey development rejected (1988)
Evindon Pty Ltd takes over freehold (1987)
Don Duval establishes country music venue
Col Jackson takes over freehold (1967)
Big bands play in the ballroom through the '40s
T.S. Carlyon initiates "popular music" nights (1924)
Alfred Felton dies (1904)

1897

Alfred Felton takes up residence (1892)
James Orkney erects current structure

Figure 2. Significant moments in the history of The Espy.

The 1920s
Photographs from the 1920s show a proudly painted `Carlyon's Hotel
Esplanade'. Thomas Symington Carlyon, who also owned the taxi company
based in the rear of the Esplanade (`Carlyon's Taxis' can still be seen
painted on the brickwork today), acquired the lease of the Hotel in 1920.
The 1920s were times of optimism and resurgence after the bleak days of
the First World War. Flats designed in Hollywood-inspired and Spanish
Mission styles were springing up throughout St Kilda, and the Esplanade
underwent its first major renovation. The central foyer was opened up and
the main entrance to the Hotel was enlarged. "Seaside resorts were enjoying
3

a new heyday with a larger number of people able to afford a holiday",
according to Hubbard10 and the wing along Pollington Street was extended
at the rear.
Toward the end of that decade the Baymor Court flats (known then as the
Cairo flats) were built along Victoria Street. They stand still as a fine
example of the Spanish Mission architectural style. It was supposed at the
time that the interest in Spanish Mission architecture arose from the
likeness of the Australian and Mediterranean climates, but Hubbard
suggests otherwise:
Really, it was the power of Hollywood which popularised the style. Hollywood
westerns were rife with hot, dry, dusty settings using the whitewashed and ochre,
terracotta-roofed mission buildings left by the Spaniards in California and
Mexico. More importantly the style was adopted for the studio buildings, the
mansions of the stars and the bungalows of the hopefuls, and Australia was keen
to look elsewhere other than Britain for political, cultural and artistic
inspiration."

Perhaps the souls of the 1980s urban cowboys were stirred by the echoes of a
distant memory ... but indeed, American influence on Australian culture in
the 1920s, particularly in the music scene, was big. New jazz was booming.
T.S. Carlyon was a well known supporter of jazz music, and in 1924
initiated Popular Nights and Party Nights at the Esplanade. The jazz dance
scene was at its height in Melbourne, and the Espy was one of the premier
dance venues in St Kilda.12
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Figure 3. An advertisement from Table Talk 3 Dec 1923. (sourced from Black
Roots White Flowers: A History of jazz in Australia, Andrew Bisset,1979)

Carlyon had a couple of bands himself—Carlyon's Famous Players and
Carlyon's Orchestra—and visiting and local artists would often play with his
bands as well their own." Whilst Carlyon regularly brought international
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acts to town, he also developed a reputation for nurturing local musicians.
According to Andrew Bisset's history of jazz in Australia, Black Roots White
Flowers, Carlyon was a strong supporter of Australian talent, persevering
with Australian bands "until the publicity surrounding the Americans
proved too much ... [although] dedicated ambitious young Australian
musicians seized the opportunity to play with the visiting bands and turned
this experience to good account later when some of them led their own
bands"."
From all accounts, the Esplanade in the 1920s was a major venue for locals,
music aficionados and interstate and overseas visitors to St Kilda. This
period was perhaps the beginning of what became a proud tradition of
supporting local artists, and of playing good independent music. As Bisset
points out, the Espy, still, is one of the few places remaining from those days
where jazz is still played.'5

The 1930s and 1940s
According to the recollections of Dennis Farrington, a regular to the Hotel in
these days, the Esplanade hosted Big Band performances in the 1930s and
'40s. It was part of a full entertainment package, the Esplanade Hotel
offering a complementary addition to the Palais de Dance, Luna Park and
the Sea Baths. Live entertainment was highly popular with holiday-makers
of this time. In addition to providing music for the holiday clientele, the
Hotel was a venue for weddings and receptions.'6
The Esplanade continued to offer accommodation for the country folks who
visited Melbourne and came especially to St Kilda for the holiday
atmosphere the foreshore and its environs offered.
Ian Pulling recalls the times he spent there from 1940-47, staying at the
hotel over eight consecutive summers. He remembers the beautiful meals
supplied in times of rationing, Sir John Monash's fiance who often stayed
there and her eccentric nature, and the servicemen and women who drank
in the lounge and listened to the jukebox.'?

The 1950s and 1960s
Live entertainment continued in the 1950s and '60s, but it was now limited
pretty much to Saturday nights. This was probably partially due to the
impact of the introduction of television in 1956. But St Kilda was changing
again in various ways, and, as ever, this seemed to be directly reflected in
the Esplanade.
Government and financial institutions in the 1950s were explicitly
encouraging suburban development, and as the suburbs expanded, inner
city areas became correspondingly neglected.18 Development in St Kilda in
the 1950s was largely confined to the subdivision of old mansions and the
conversion of guest houses to boarding houses and rental flats. It was during
this period that 'Orcadia' was demolished to make space for a beer garden
and barbecue area.
Newspapers started calling St Kilda tawdry and old. It didn't offer the
shining brick-veneer homes and 'mod cons' of the new suburbs, or the dream
5

of home-ownership and the quarter-acre block. All St Kilda's hotels, dance
halls and fun parks had suffered during the depression and the Second
World War, and now they scraped by under minimal maintenance.
But the cheap rents provided housing for immigrants, people with
alternative lifestyles and a growing itinerant population. St Kilda housed an
eclectic population during the 1950s and '60s. The area developed a
reputation for seediness and sleaze, with a highly visible night-time
population of sex workers and drug dealers. It also contained a vibrant
European community, the cafes served good coffee, and the Esplanade and
the Palais de Dance and newer dance halls like Earls Court were still
playing jazz. St Kilda was a centre for beatniks and bebop, building upon its
already Bohemian reputation to consolidate an identity for the locality that,
with the Esplanade Hotel, was already working its way into Australian
folklore.
As the 1960s drew to a close, so too did the unbroken association with jazz
music that had been sustained for over 40 years. Gone were the days of this
genre as a staple, but jazz would return to the Esplanade in the years to
come.

The 1970s and 1980s
A change of ownership of the Hotel in 1967 heralded a new era in music
performance and entertainment at the Hotel. Col Jackson took on the
freehold as Sands Pty Ltd. The once-grand dining room was transformed
into a disco to capitalise on the 1970s dance craze that was sweeping
Melbourne at the time. The kitchen that had prepared substantial meals for
the Hotel residents for almost 100 years was replaced by a Bain Marie
serving hot-dogs and pies. The beer garden was substantially consumed by a
drive-through bottle shop, with the remaining space being relegated to staff
car parking. Whatever your view of the 1970s, music and fashion-wise, it
cannot be denied that the physical changes in the Espy were entirely
consistent with the times.
The Gershwin Room (the original dining room) played occasional host to
touring rock music acts who needed a large performance space. Typically,
these shows were promoted by the artists, their record company or their
booking-agents. Essentially this meant that the space was rented for the
night with the hotel providing little other than the staff behind the bar.
The Lounge Bar, dubbed the Nimrod Room, became a hang-out for bikers
and blue-singleted patrons who liked their blues and country music
delivered with more gusto than finesse. As live music once again supplanted
the disco-dance craze, promoters like Ray Evans and Michael Gudinski
began using the Nimrod Room to road test new talent.
The Dead Livers had been playing a Friday night residency for some years
when Don Duval and his partners took over the lease in the early 1980s.
Don consolidated the country music trend, with country acts on Fridays and
Sundays including A.P. Johnson and Brenda Joy, P.C. Caulton and the Pickups, The Gravybillys, Rex McLean and The Welcome Strangers and Tex
Nobody. Occasional gigs were played in the Gershwin Room, featuring
6

guests like Lionel Rose, and rock acts including Harem Scarem, Bastinados
and I Spit On Your Gravy.
Country music raised the terracotta roof of that old ochre Spanish Mission
building—the Baymor Court flats were fully occupied and home to many
people whose lives closely involved the Esplanade, as performers, staff or
patrons. The music and local culture were connected and distinctive, and the
Hotel's reputation for good country music spread far. People continued to
travel from all over Melbourne to hear a Sunday afternoon gig, and in the
late 1980s the Esplanade was regularly packed to its rafters.

Figure 4. Residents of Baymor Court. (photograph courtesy of Ross Hipwell)

The Last Decade
Evindon Pty Ltd took over the Hotel in May 1988. The company at that time
consisted of Mike Brady (until then better known as a singer-songwriter,
particularly for his hit song Up There Cazaly), Alain Gerrand, an architect,
and a number of financial backers including members of the Grollo and
Zagame families and Bruce Mathieson, proprietor of hotels across Australia.
Bruce Weibye was engaged to continue trading as a licensed premises until
plans for the redevelopment of the site were finalised.
Evindon had already lodged plans with the local council for an 18-storey
`international' hotel. As in other decades, the Esplanade was a microcosm of
both local and international trends: applications to redevelop old buildings
were being made all along the St Kilda foreshore, as they were in inner city
areas throughout the world. The trend of the time was to replace not only
the old buildings, but the old culture, often displacing residents who had
lived in the area for years.
Baymor Court was one such building. Evindon proposed to demolish the
Spanish Mission-style flats behind the Hotel, and convert the Hotel into the

forecourt for the new high-rise. Baymor Court, like the many other blocks of
flats in St Kilda that provided low-cost housing, was tenanted by a mix of
people who, by and large, were there because they loved St Kilda's culture
and were part of it. The threat of mass displacement of local residents was
greater at that time in St Kilda than at any other point in its history.
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Figure 5. Supporters send a message to the Brady Bunch.
(photograph courtesy of Ross Hipwell)

Social action in St Kilda resisted the first attempt to redevelop the Hotel.
Resident candidates of the Turn The Tide group stood on sympatheticdevelopment platforms and were swept into power in the local council
elections, and in late 1988 the application for an 18-storey hotel was
refused. The Esplanade stood its ground.
Bruce Weibye was well-regarded in the music industry as both a publican
and a `booker'.* During the first few months of his incumbency, Bruce
continued the live music regime that had been established by Don Duval,
the previous hotelier. This regime saw two or three bands playing on Friday,
* Music-industry colloquialism for the person responsible for the commercial and business aspects of
marrying performers with a performance space.
8

Saturday and Sunday evenings. Occasionally, a special night would be
presented on a Wednesday to capitalise on artists from out of town who were
touring Melbourne for a few days.
At this time, music at the Espy was fairly representative of the third-tier
Melbourne live music scene. Larger venues like the Venue, the Prince of
Wales, the Old Greek Theatre and the Sarah Sands tended to attract the
major acts. The Espy, like many other live music venues in Melbourne
during the eighties, tended to pick up the less well-exposed artists. This
made it a vital 'first rung' on the ladder for new ensembles and a place
where more experienced musicians, who had been passed over due to the
fickleness of the record industry, could practice their craft. This aspect of the
Hotel's niche in the industry continues to this day.
The Espy's operation did not seem sufficient for its new owners. Evindon
submitted revised plans for a seven-storey redevelopment. This application
was also refused by St Kilda Council, at which point Evindon entered into
protracted legal proceedings with the council and the local resident action
group, Save St Kilda. These proceedings were to continue for the next
eighteen months.
In September 1988, Bruce took a calculated gamble and began presenting
live music in the Lounge Bar seven nights each week. The high turn-over of
bands and the emphasis on diverse genres created an environment in which
musicians from far and wide sought out the opportunity to play at the Espy.
Bands such as The Whitlams, Def FX, and the Baby Animals went on into
the mainstream as widely recognised artists. Other acts such as Snout,
Custard, Rebecca's Empire, the Fauves and The Cruel Sea embraced the
Espy as a vehicle to expose their material to a discerning and diverse
audience.
The gamble payed off. The punters came in their droves and the Espy was
established in the ranks of the Must-go-to venues. The pub was generating a
healthy return and recognition of the Espy grew in an unprecedented
fashion; it became The Place to play.
This was at a time when there was a minor expansion in the live music
industry, which had become stagnant during the recession years of the late
eighties. Many of the St Kilda venues—the Venue, the Ballroom, Bananas—
that had been standard fare for the twenty-to-thirty-somethings during the
1980s, had already been closed down for anticipated redevelopment.
Other music venues—Chasers, Chevron, the Grainstore Tavern—had been
transformed into dance clubs presenting mainly pre-recorded music.
Alongside the Espy, a new bunch of music venues started to catch the
punter's ears and disposable incomes. Amongst these, the Punters Club, the
Tote, the Royal Derby. But none of these pubs could boast the performance
schedule of the Espy.
So successful was Bruce's seven-night programme that 1990 saw a second
performance space—the Gershwin Room—commence hosting bands from
Wednesday through Sunday.
The beginning of 1990 also brought closure to that particular redevelopment
battle. Evindon, the local council and Save St Kilda had ended up in the
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Supreme Court before height controls were introduced along the St Kilda
foreshore. The controls included a specific height limit on the Esplanade site
that restricted any new building to the height of the chimney stacks of the
existing Hotel. Evindon's plans were shelved.
In October of 1990, Trevor Hoare, with the support of many prominent
Melbourne stand-up comedy stalwarts [Peter Grace, the Flying Pig (Theatre
Sports) people and others], approached Bruce with a view to using the space
in the Gershwin Room as a comedy venue. Bruce was agreeable and Espy
Comedy was born in the Spring of 1990. Tuesday nights at the Espy were
transformed forever with the advent of The Waiting Room.
Trevor was deluged with would-be comedians begging for a chance to try out
their routines. To accommodate this unprecedented interest, he established
the Sunday afternoon comedy tryouts which were dubbed The Delivery
Room. The evolution of this performance spot allowed many comedians to
trial new material. These included Peter Grace, who has established himself
within the Espy Comedy crew and is today producing Tony Martin and Mick
Molloy who host Melbourne's number-one radio show. Tim Smith and Steve
Bedwell, graduates of the Gershwin Room arena, can also be heard on
commercial radio as the Squirrel Grippers, presenting morning radio to a
broad audience.
Along with comedians such as Greg Fleet, Matt Parkinson, Anthony
Morgan, Trevor Marmalade, Andrew Goodone and Tim Smith, Trevor Hoare
has created a performance space found nowhere else in Melbourne. This
uniquely Australian cultural phenomenon is now known on the world
comedy scene.

Today
Throughout the last decade, the Espy has developed as a venue par
excellence. Despite attempts to transfer the license from Evindon to an
hotelier known for his interest in formula-run beer barns with piped music
(the licence transfer was successfully opposed by Save St Kilda), and to
destroy the central staircase in the hotel foyer (Bruce Mathieson's son was
instructed to put it back straight away), the Espy has moved from strength
to strength.
The number of musicians the Hotel employs each week ranges from 150 to
175. As one of the best-paying venues in Melbourne the Espy contributes at
least $15,000 per week to the music industry. The resultant quality of
entertainment has a direct relationship to the cash flow generated from the
patrons. This averages between $100,000-$120,000 per week (equating to
$5,000,000- $6,000,000 pa).19 These figures are impressive for a venue of
this size and add much-needed support to the Australian music industry.
Australasian Leisure and Hospitality Industry (ALH), the hotel-managing
division of Carlton and United Breweries, purchased the Hotel from
Evindon in 1996. ALH took over the licence, but kept Bruce Weibye on as
entertainment manager. Whilst ALH entertained ideas for some time of
filling the place with poker machines, they ended up making no changes,
other than upgrading the kitchen and other facilities and undertaking some
much needed maintenance. The Hotel's previous owners had spent very
10

little on the building over the previous decade, and it was showing signs of
serious wear.
Today, thanks to the emphasis on live music and the recognition of local
talent, the Esplanade Hotel is the premier performance venue in Melbourne,
if not Australia. In recognition of its stature, the pub was awarded this
year's State Award for Excellence for Best Entertainment Venue by the
Australian Hoteliers Association.
The Esplanade is now known in non-mainstream music circles all over the
world as an essential stop in any young traveller's inventory. The motels
and backpacker hostels that run a thriving trade in St Kilda owe their
existence in large part to the Espy.
The weekly programme is a snapshot of the who's who and who-will-be-who
of music and comedy. The basic format remains the same from week to
week. This is a typical Weibye formula that ensures that the punters know
what to expect. The flow-on effect of this approach is that particular nights
develop a regular clientele, which serves to enhance the 'vibe' of the place for
newcomers. Consider the average schedule under the Weibye regime shown
in Table 1.
Night
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Nimrod Room Gershwin Room
2 bands
1 band
2 bands
3 bands
3 bands
4 bands
3 bands

trivia quiz
The Waiting Room
2 bands
2 bands PBS Live-at-the Espy
2 bands
3 bands
The Delivery Room (arvo)
2 bands (evening)

Table 1. The Espy Entertainment Programme

A Typical Week at The Espy
The actual line-up of acts is varied from week to week as available talent
dictates. Below is the actual program for the week starting 22 September.

Monday 22nd September
Rob's Choice Cigar Night
(a selection of fine quality imported cigars available at the bar)
FRONT LOUNGE: Ross Hannaford's Diana Kiss (10:30 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Vili's Pies Presents:
Evo & Leapsters Trivia Quiz (9 PM)
Brownlow Medal Night
FREE entry $3 per player

Tuesday 23rd September
FRONT LOUNGE: Swinging Sidewalks (10:30 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Espy Comedy 8.30 PM $8 and $6 concession.
11

Featuring a host of Melbourne's best. (see Espy Comedy gig guide for
details)

Wednesday 24th September
FRONT LOUNGE: Pre-Shrunk (11:30 PM) + Box (10 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Dogmachine (12 midnight) + Dreadnought (10:45
PM) + Voodoo Love Cats (9:30 PM) FREE

Thursday 25th September
FRONT LOUNGE: TBA (11:30 PM) + Julia Darling Band (10 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: PBS LIVE-AT-THE-ESPY (9 PM) Ricaine's C.D.
Launch (10 PM) + Meister (11:45 PM) $4 charge

Friday 26th September
FRONT LOUNGE: Overnight Jones (12 midnight) + Skinny (ex-Tlot
Tlot) (10:45 PM) + MacSweeney (9:30 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Ammonia (12 midnight) + Something for Kate
(10:45 PM) + Holden Caulfield (9:30 PM) $7 charge

Saturday 27th September
PUBLIC BAR: 8 PM till 1 AM Fresh Produce Nightclub $3 entry
FRONT LOUNGE: Arvo: Chris Wilson Band (4 PM) Eve: Brown Hornet
(12 midnight) + In Vivo (10:45 PM) + Earlobe (9:30 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Arvo:
The Grand Final on the Big Screen. FREE!! Complete with meat pies &
cans of Vic. (Cam the Saints!!!)
Eve: Fester Fanatics (11:30 PM) + St Kilda (10 PM) FREE

Sunday 28th September
FRONT LOUNGE: Arvo: Nudists Funk Orchestra (4:00 PM).
Eve: Relax with Max (9 PM)
GERSHWIN ROOM: Arvo: Espy Comedy the Waiting Room(2:30-6 PM)
(see Espy Comedy gig guide for details) $5 / $4
Eve: Tanya Lee (8 PM) Real Life "Live around the world on the web" (9
PM) FRE E2°
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THE PERFORMERS
This section profiles the types of entertainment and the entertainers who
perform at the Espy. It concludes with an analysis of the numbers in each
category, showing that a significant portion of the music industry's weekly
turn-over is derived from the Esplanade Hotel.

Figure 6. Paul Kelly delights the punters in the Gershwin Room.

Musicians
A showcase of some past performers of the Esplanade Hotel can shed light
on the significance it has on the music industry and culture generally.
13

Colin Hay21 recalls the Esplanade Hotel as place where his band, Men at
Work tried out much of their original material for the first time to an
appreciative audience. Paul Kelly22 has a similar recollection of spending
time at the hotel working through his new repertoire and performing
occasional benefit gigs.
Joe Camilleri23 considers the Espy as perhaps "the most salubrious
performance space for young singers". Other established performers who
have been associated with the Espy include: Dave Graney, Kate Ceberano,
Stephen Cummings, Deborah Conway, Archie Roach, Painters and Dockers
and Renee Geyer.
An exhaustive survey of established performers who have played at the
Esplanade at some point in their career is beyond the scope of this work. In
researching this material we were fortunate to be able to capture the brief
recollections of some prominent personalities.
An interview with Tex Perkins24, reflecting on 12 years of performance at
the Espy, revealed an understated awe of the place and its significance to
the Australian music industry:
Having recorded a live album with Espy Recorders and having played there for
so many years, it's difficult to fathom how my career would have gone without
the Esplanade Hotel and the niche it provides for up-and-coming as well as
established artists.

The lead singer of The Cruel Sea went on to emphasise the cultural
importance of the Hotel, with its diversity of events and crowds:
The Gershwin Room provides a whole different atmosphere to the Sunset Room
[Nimrod Room] where comedy intermingles with music. The bars all have their
own unique features. The public bar downstairs is facetiously called the Star
Wars Bar, for its interesting patrons...

Perkins says that it is the diversity and cultural milieu of the Esplanade
Hotel reflects the nature of St Kilda.
The unintimidating atmosphere means people of all types from yuppies to
hippies to the oldies can come down for a listen, a drink, a socialise and not feel
out of place. There's something for everyone...
The place has been useful for me for many reasons with its kitchen (beautiful
food), Espy Recorders, bottle shop, comedy acts; and its volume of entertainment
means it fills a niche for many different walks of life. The Esplanade Hotel is a
community place for St Kilda residents and beyond and if St Kilda lost its
cultural richness, as it is beginning to (the Esplanade Hotel providing a. good
indication of how things are going), I might as well moue to the bush.

Another long time performer at the Espy, Ken Farmer25, of Zydeco Jump,
which played there for seven years on Sunday afternoons, conveyed a
palpable reverence for the place.
I could leave my daughter and nieces at the Esplanade Hotel without having to
worry about them. The professionalism of the security there was such that any
time somebody was showing anything slightly untoward to someone else the
security was there to snub out any potential situations.
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It's interesting though because many people who don't know the Espy or have
never been there have an impression of a grungy, scary pub, where you have to
constantly watch your back. But the truth of the matter, while it may appear
grungy, is quite the opposite. Not only is it a great place to meet and get together
its also a great place to perform. I used to love looking out over the bay
performing in the 'Sunset' Room (Nimrod Room).

Ken Farmer underscored the Hotel's significance as a proving ground for
diverse talents.
With the open door policy on the place many bands find it an appealing place to
show their wares and where bands could break out new styles and performances
that needed to be tested on a discerning audience.

With a wide range of music genres and a gracious, but testing, forum for
new acts, the Esplanade Hotel is one of the only remaining, if not the last,
vestiges of a time when creativity was promoted and unfettered. The
freedom of possibilities is best summed up by Faye Bendrups26 head of
Blackmarket, a group of performers specialising in works of the 1920s and
30s.
The Espy was totally unpretentious. No obstructions were put in our way. We did
whatever we wanted in terms of staging and organising. No one came to check if
we'd moved something we shouldn't have, no one played power games over the
room, no one questioned the political material, no one was on a negative ego trip.
No other venue in Melbourne has the same atmosphere as the Espy. Its value is
cultural as well as historical; it is an amazing mix of independent, new and
exciting performers working in a supportive environment with great facilities
and a fearless management.

Steve Cummings27, formerly of the Sports, performs frequently at the Espy.
He says the venue "has a great kind of feel that nowhere else in Melbourne
has. It is great for people who would not be able to get in anywhere else". He
particularly notes the atmosphere in the front bar where "there is an
incredible mixture of ages and different types of people. It has a wonderful
egalitarian feel, to it, and even if the PA system is falling apart [on the]
night, it can still be a great place to perform".
Gerard Schlaghecke28 is a booking agent for Premier Artists Pty Ltd, one of
the most reputable agents in the business. They represent, amongst others,
The Badloves, Billy Thorpe, Diesel, the former Crowded House, Divinyls,
Daryl Braithwaite, Baby Animals, Wendy Matthews, Tim Finn and Tina
Arena. Gerard speaks for many when he observes:
Any healthy music scene has a venue where newcomers can go and showcase
their material. The Espy does this with the addition of mixing different genres of
music in the same night. It's so unique to the industry that it is difficult to
describe how it all works together but it does quite beautifully. Financially,
bands can always depend upon good fees they obtain from an encouraging
managerial cast.

The Music
The Espy's music programme encompasses all styles of popular music with
the possible exception of classical (although Cameron Paine recalls
engineering a Swedish piano virtuoso and has recorded a string/piano trio
there). The Hotel's promotional material states that an average of 35 acts
perform there each week, amounting to approximately 1800 bands a year.
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According to Trish Shoesmith29 (the Hotel's artist liaison), the styles of
music presented break down into the following proportions:
Roots Styles (including Jazz, RnB, Gospel, Soul (Motown) and Cajun)
15%
Contemporary commercial (mainstream radio/record company/wannabes)
pop: 35%
Contemporary non-commercial (community radio/Indie record company)
pop: 25%
Contemporary alternative (Grunge, Metal, Hardcore, Trance, HipHop,
etc): 20%
Other (including contemporary soul, avant garde and fine Jazz,
experimental): 5%
This sort of coverage has a very broad appeal, suggesting that the Espy
caters to the tastes of 80-90% of non-mainstream gig-going punters. This is
one of the many reasons why the Espy is so important, and successful.

Comedians
In Melbourne over the last 8 years, a vital and viable stand-up comedy scene
has emerged. Through the 1970s and early '80s, live comedy was mainly of
the dinner-and-show style and was confined to Fitzroy. Places like the Duke
of Wellington (in St Kilda) and the Prince Patrick (in Collingwood) started
running stand-up nights in the late '80s. Trevor Hoare and his acolytes more
or less got in on the ground floor and have established Espy Comedy as a
comedy production organisation of note.
The Delivery Room, a place for bringing new talents and new comic ideas
into the world, also gave birth to a unique symbol of the endeavour.
Hanging from the proscenium of the Gershwin Room stage was a length of
tattered old hemp to which was attached a piece of shiny new rope. This
dangling talisman was symbolic of the new material that was introduced
into an act—the trading of new rope for old. If a performer could not succeed
with their new material they would swing precariously from the rope as
they made their exit—a metaphor for the often tenuous situation in which
they found themselves. This device pushed the comics to break for new ideas
and new material; the resulting forum was quite electric and the
atmosphere very unconstrained.
An American journalist who came out to review the Gershwin Room and
Trevor's endeavours remarked that "not since the Haight-Ashbury district of
the 60's [had he] felt such positive energy"."
The performance of some 350 to 400 comedians a year provides would-be
comedians and established performers with a positive environment in which
to develop their craft. The professional and well-established performers
utilise the Tuesday night forum of The Waiting Room where Bobcat
Goldthwaite, Rich Hall, Bob Franklin and many other overseas acts have
added to the Gershwin Room's profile.
Attracting over 25,000 people each year, comedy in the Gershwin Room is
amongst the most significant forces on the Australian scene. As the
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Gershwin Room becomes an ever-more important venue in Melbourne's
Comedy Festival, this status continues to be enhanced.

Other Artists
Aside from the main activities of music and comedy, the Espy performance
spaces have been used by a range of other artists. Some examples:
Photographers—the Gershwin Room hosted an exhibition by Peter Milne
during last year's Comedy Festival. Victoria Rowland's photographs of
musicians performing at the Espy adorn the Games Room walls.
Performance Artists—Peril (Japanese-Australian noise artists); Leticia's
Spacewalk.
Theatre—Snuff Puppets: outrageous 3-metre-high puppets that mime to a
bizarre collage of live music and pre-recorded effects. Blackmarket: a
music/theatre ensemble specialising in works from the European "Kabarett".
Poetry—Michael Crane's Poetry Slams: poets presenting their work live to
an audience, often to the accompaniment of theatrical effects. Exhibition
space: the entrance hall to the Gershwin Room displays the works of various
poets [currently Suzanne Longly] and advertises the collective works for sale
on the premises.
Dance Music—the Public Bar occasionally plays host to a DJ on Saturday
nights.
Melbourne Writer's Festival—contains an evening of competitive writing,
defying description. Imagine Theatre Sports with typewriters.
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THE PUNTERS
The Average Punter
The Esplanade caters to approximately 190,000 patrons each year.31
Perhaps one of the most telling aspects of the hotel's culture is the fact that
it is impossible to draw a profile of the average punter. This of course is
apparent in the diversity of entertainment provided. From the ferals who
come to listen to grunge through middle-aged couples and young
sophisticates for the jazz, to the myriad variations on family groupings who
come for the company and atmosphere on a Sunday afternoon.
Young, old, rich, poor, gay, straight, urban cowboy, punk, company
executive, yobbo, intellectual, artist, poet, mechanic, student, traveller,
public servant... you will find them all. Bruce Weibye says of the
Esplanade's patrons: "the Espy is recognised by many Melburnians,
interstate and international visitors as the pub you can just 'drop in to
because there's bound to be a good band on'. Anyone can feel comfortable in
the Espy, whether they're dressed in a business suit, or jeans and a t-shirt.
That's the essence of the Espy".32

Testimonials
Following is a brief selection of the comments made by Espy patrons who
have 'signed' the Guest Book on the Hotel's World-Wide-Web page, to give
an idea of some of the punters, where they come from, and what they think
of the place.
Check out my pals, COOL FOR AUGUST, at the Espy tonight!!! Then, go out
and buy "GRAND WORLD". They truly rock, plus, they're really nice guys. :-)
ENJOY!
Dagmar (dmueller@mobilnet.gte.com)
Atlanta, GA; USA
Keep sticking the finger up at the shiny shallows that are taking over this side of
town, just say no to casino culture and the blandsville notion that economy is
more important than people, and let me dance when and how I damn well please
Cyndy Kitt (kitten@Bigpond.com)
This is peter saying hello from Miami. Doing the Miami thing and having a
blast. life is great, work is even better {if you can call it work) heading back to
London soon talk to you later. PS: tell frase* to turn the top end down.
peter clark (jbarr10344@aol.com)
Keep the live bands coming and don't think about Pokies in the Espy
Alex Braun (TALIESYN@C031.AONE.NET.AU)

* "frase" is a reference to Graham Fraser, one of this country's best sound engineers. Graham
regularly works with Diana Kiss, Men At Work, Vicka and Linda Bull and The Black Sorrows. The
"turn the top end down" is a sound engineer's jibe that implies advancing old age. In this context,
the jibe is a back-handed compliment in the best Australian tradition.
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ONCE UPON A 71ME THERE
WAS A HAPPY, INNOCENT
LITTLE P08 OVER- ICOKING
IRE SEA...

Great site. Long to finally visit your pub. Been
selling Australian Artist's Live CDs from the Espy
for awhile now.
Pandora's Music Box (pmb@probe.net)
Nebraska, USA
Espy is tops! Every time I visit I discover a new
room. Don't change a thing!
Tony Hardy (h,ardyt@ozonline.com.au)

THEN SOME E3IG @ULLYS
MOVED IN EtTHER SIDE...

Thanks for supporting Chocolate Starfish since the
beginning. Can't wait to see Brill play on June 14.
It'll be cool to see Brian Lanham back in action!
Great home page and pub. Keep it up!
Porsche (porzia@,alphalink.com.au)
Woohoo! Good to see the Espy on line! My home
away from home (a long way home to Canada) Take
care all that love the Espy as it is one of a kind! Be
back soon for more pots and good times! So Take
off Eh?
Dave Porteous (john.porteous@t8000.com)

rial Orr
You WY
GROW OP IA
LIME WIMP!

I just read someone talk about POKIES. I hope he is
sarcastic because that would fuck the place up.
Someone told me that CUB wanted to put pokies in.
Tell me this is not so
Andrew (alacl@fred.eng.monash.edu.au)

L

HE FELT fNA.t>E66ATE So NE PUT Lin{
AN EXpENSAVE NEW S',P I Rot) %-tE
GRE Vs.1 AND GREW AMU GREW...

Hi! I love the Espy like it was 1991 and 1994. I've
been in St Kilda for 6 month. The Espy is my
favourite place to be. Keep it like I know it!!
Falkner Wolfgang
Linz/Austria
Hello to Paula and Ben from the UK. see you in
September. Love Debbie and Court.
Debbie Tait & Courtney Harriman
(nag1007@cam.ac.uk)
Cainbridge, UK

-NEN NE BECAME A HARVENED
AND CYNICAL PUB LAKE. ALL. -ME

the word cool can mean many things so it is vague
and may not truly describe my feelings for the
greatest rock venue on earth. with the prince closing
around the corner, lets all hope that St Kilda can
pay homage to its greatest asset. love the web page
and the Gershwin is my home away from home
david mccaffrey (damcc3@student.monash.edu.au)

O'NER BuIDINIGs fr ND H im.,.

a

CAN'T COME
IN KERE.
DREssEtt
LIKE 'MAT
MATE.. i4
MUCH DO
You EARN
A YEAR

stzE THAT COuNrs (Aro
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
The focus of our exploration so far has been on the performers, the space and
the audience. While these three things are central to the day-to-day dynamic
of the venue, there are several other regular and semi-regular peripheral
activities that form a symbiosis with the place.

Broadcasting
One activity that lends to the uniqueness of the Espy as a performance
space is broadcasting. In the past ten years, all broadcast media has been
represented in live-to-air and live-to-tape broadcasting.

Radio
By far the best-represented medium is radio. This is no coincidence since
most of the entertainment at the Espy is aural in nature. To a lesser extent,
the more manageable logistics of radio outside broadcasts lend themselves
to frequent outings.
Regular radio broadcasts started at the Espy in the summer of 1991 when
St Kilda-based community broadcaster 3PBS-FM moved their long-running
live variety show, The Moovin' and Groovin' Hour, into the Gershwin Room.
That show completed three successful seasons at the pub, the last two
taking centre stage (and most of the floor) in the Nimrod Room.
PBS expanded this tradition to include its regular Australian Music Day
activities, culminating in an Australia-wide broadcast in 1995. PBS also
conducts two all-day, both-rooms broadcasts that showcases emerging talent
each year—one on Anzac Day; the other on Melbourne Cup Day.
More recently, PBS commenced a regular series from the Gershwin Room on
Thursday evenings. This programme too is designed to present the best of
the alternative music scene to the broadest possible audience. The ethos of
PBS accords well with Bruce Weibye and Trish Shoesmith's music
entertainment policy.
Other radio broadcasters have used the Espy for special events. Triple-M
produced the Richard Stubbs Breakfast show from the bay windows in the
Nimrod Room. 3RRR and the ABC's Youth Network (JJJ) have also
produced infrequent music broadcasts from the Gershwin Room.

Television
The complex logistics of television broadcasting often preclude the use of
external spaces for the production of material for TV. So impressed were the
ABC with the potential of the Gershwin Room space however, that they
produced 14 episodes of their popular live show, Something Hot Before Bed,
during the summer of 1996. Channel 7 has plans to produce a similar
programme in the future.
Currently in the works is a ten-episode program by Paul Hester, Trevor
Hoare and Espy Comedy in conjunction with the ABC. Hessey's Shed (as it
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will be known) will be a comedy and music program reaching an Australiawide audience. With such exposure the comedy on tap at the Esplanade
Hotel is likely to increase its already significant influence on the comedy
and music scene throughout Australia.
Community Television, the new kid on the block, has also tapped the
potential of the Espy. To date, three major music/video broadcasts have been
mounted by members of Melbourne's Channel 31 consortium. These events
were well received and it seems likely that we will see similar events in the
future.

The Internet
Everyone is talking about the Internet. It almost pervades every aspect of
our lives. The Espy is no different in this regard. Web broadcasting is a
relatively new phenomenon—a cross between radio broadcasting and cable
television. It is truly a multi-media event. To date, a small number of groups
have tapped into the resources of the Espy to present live Web content based
on performances at the Espy. While this is no great technical feat, the
potential audience is seriously international.

Recording Studio
In 1994, a small group of music industry professionals began an experiment
with live recording in an unused room at the rear of the Espy. Four years
later, Espy Recorders (Pty Ltd), as the experiment became known, has
recorded over 250 artists performing live (or almost live) at The Espy. Of
these recordings, over 60 have been released commercially, many to critical
acclaim.
Just a few of the recording artists who have used Espy Recorders facilities
are: Paul Kelly, Chris Wilson, the Badloves, Things of Stone and Wood,
Dave Graney, Nick Barker, silverchair, Diesel and Tex Perkins. Currently in
the works is a compilation album (a 500-run collector's item) that shows the
diversity of music to be experienced at the Hotel. Espy Recorders has one of
the most comprehensive collections of Australian music of the 1980s and
`90s.33

The World Wide Web
In 1996, The Espy extended its shopfront and set up a kiosk beside the
Information Superhighway. The Espy Web Site is the brainchild of Rob
Stead (proprietor of Espy Recorders) and guitarist/songwriter Gavin Charles
(ex Bjorn Again). The site gives information on upcoming gigs and the
chance for patrons to express themselves on issues related to anything that
comes to mind about the Esplanade's entertainment and its associated
scene.
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THE ESPY 1878 - ?
AT THE CROSSROAD
In July 1997 the Becton Corporation acquired the freehold of the Esplanade
Hotel. The Hotel currently operates on a three-year trading lease to ALH,
but there is some uncertainty as to whether that period will be seen out.
Bruce Weibye was recently relieved of his position as entertainment
manager. Becton is a property developer, known primarily for its high-rise
residential apartment blocks.
Over the last decade, owners of the Esplanade have come up with various
ideas for the Hotel: converting it into a pokies pub or a formula-run beer
barn, demolishing parts or all of the buildings, redeveloping it as an 18storey hotel. Time and again the Hotel has been defended by its local
community on the basis of its cultural significance. Whilst the debate goes
on about the Esplanade's future, it quietly continues to operate as one of the
most successful hotels in Melbourne.
For 120 years, the Espy has functioned as a social hub for generations of
Melburnians. It has functioned as a home away from home for millions of
Australians, almost from the moment of its opening. The Esplanade has
acted as a microcosm of inner city life, a symbol of events happening around
it—the good times and down times—reflecting the evolution of nonmainstream culture in Australia. The alterations that have been made to its
fabric have so far been relatively subtle, maintaining the Hotel's essence.
From the residency of Alfred Felton at the turn of last century, to the
approaching turn of this century, the essence of the Esplanade has been its
vibrant alternative culture. It has encouraged difference, philanthropy,
eccentricity and independence. It has supported independence in music and
in thought; critical elements to our culture if Australia is to continue
producing works and individuals who challenge accepted notions and
expand our ways of seeing and experiencing the world.
Historic preservation of the built form is not sufficient acknowledgment of
the issues addressed here. The Esplanade's architectural character and
heritage is part of its cultural significance, along with its social character
and history—the music, comedy, theatre, poetry and people. All these things
combine to consolidate the Hotel's unique niche in Australian culture.
Our purpose in preparing this document is not only to illustrate the vital
role the Esplanade plays in local and national culture, but also to
demonstrate the Hotel's viability. As more and more cultural institutions
are lost to 'progress', the Esplanade's position becomes all the more
important. In the late 1990s there is no shortage of venues where people can
go to hear mainstream music. There is no shortage of bars and hotels where
only those people who are wealthy, or who aspire to material wealth, can
drink. There is no shortage of luxury hotels and upmarket apartment
blocks. There is only one pub in Melbourne that has played such a role in
the development of Melbourne's alternative music culture and artistic and
philosophical counterculture. There is perhaps no other hotel in Melbourne
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so beloved, that means so many things to so many people. The Esplanade
Hotel occupies a market niche of its own, and is therefore in high demand.
The recent change of ownership has again cast a shadow over its future. The
Esplanade Hotel stands at probably the most critical crossroad of its long
life. This crossroad represents a choice between its continuity and its
obliteration. In continuity, there is an opportunity to strike a balance
between 'progress' and the survival of local culture. In an environmental
context this is called `sustainability'. Sustainability has an economic as well
as cultural logic. With thoughtful and sensitive treatment, the Espy can
continue to be one of the most famous and loved pubs in Australia. This fact,
in itself, will bring rewards not only to its owners, but to everyone who has
an interest in alternative culture, or commitment to freedom of expression,
or who simply values difference and heterogeneity in our culture.
Any person or company with sufficient finance can demolish something that
exists and construct something new. On rare occasions the replacement is a
work of architectural note. An even greater challenge than producing a
masterpiece upon a blank canvas, however, is to treat what is already in
existence with respect and sensitivity, and to incorporate and carry that
living cultural significance into the future. This is the challenge that
currently lies before the Becton Corporation.
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